Identification of a functional rare variant in autism using genome-wide screen for monoallelic expression.
Recent work has led to the identification of several susceptibility genes for autism spectrum disorder (ASD) and an increased appreciation of the importance of rare and de novo mutations. Some of the mutations may be very hard to detect using current strategies, especially if they are located in regulatory regions. We present a new approach to identify functional mutations that exploit the fact that many rare mutations disrupt the expression of genes from a single parental chromosome. The method incorporates measurement of the relative expression of the two copies of a gene across the genome using single nucleotide polymorphism arrays. Allelic expression has been successfully used to study common regulatory polymorphisms; however, it has not been implemented as a screening tool for rare mutation. We tested the potential of this approach by screening for monoallelic expression in lymphoblastoid cell lines derived from a small ASD cohort. After filtering regions shared across multiple samples, we identified genes showing monoallelic expression in specific ASD samples. Validation by quantitative sequencing demonstrated that the genes (or only part of them) are monoallelic expressed. The genes included both previously suspected risk factors for ASD and novel candidates. In one gene, named autism susceptibility candidate 2 (AUTS2), we identified a rare duplication that is likely to be the cause of monoallelic expression. Our results demonstrate the ability to identify rare regulatory mutations using genome-wide allelic expression screens, capabilities that could be expanded to other diseases, especially those with suspected involvement of rare dominantly acting mutations.